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The article is devoted to the problems of foreign investment in Ukraine. Article focused on the main causes of investment process for our country which are based on deep analysis of the current state of investment and its dynamics. It justified reasons that contribute to curb investment flows from abroad, with some countries, and consistency with other investments. Determined ties Ukrainian companies with foreign companies, which acting such a offshore and only formally look as a biggest investors. Major areas and regions investing that are most developed in the article also mentioned. Unstable investment climate in Ukraine and factors affecting it in the eyes of investors are proved.

In article are determined that the main problem of foreign investment realization is not a military conflict in the east, but problem is with the legislation of Ukraine, what are not understandable for the foreign investors. Political risks and investment are very high. In article also been considered an indicator of ease of doing business in terms of investment attractiveness of country, but, changes by this index are fairly minor and are made only by deterioration similar indicators in other countries. Corruption and frequent changes of leadership is another problem referred in article, it forces to face this problem more than once, and with each another change of the ruling circle of power.

Been noted the possible actions for solve problems of investment process on base of noted these problems and imperfections of investment processes in Ukraine, and noted the need for their rapid implementation, because in most cases for the investor is more profitable to choose another country for the safety of it investments.